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Date: March 31, 2018 
To: Eric Hellweg 
From: Dani Nordin 
cc: James DeVries, Marta Kusztra  
Re:  Expert Review and Recommendations: Commerce/Downloads Workflow 

Problem overview/reference 
Jira ticket HWR-3069, reported by Carol Concannon 12 December: We are hearing from 
CS that customers are unclear how to access their downloads even when they get to My 
Activity section. We need to make the download links more prominent on the page.  

Goals 
1. Identify areas of the commerce workflow that specifically pertain to digital 

downloads; 
2. Identify potential improvements for download findability. 

Method 
§ A use case and sample scenario was established to guide the review process. The 

following assumptions were included in the scenario:  
• User has access to both desktop software and a digital device, such as a 

Kindle, iPad or similar tablet; 
• Use needs to find information about a specific company or topic, e.g. 

Innovation; 
• User needs to access a recently purchased digital product on a new device, a 

period of time after the purchase has been made. 
§ Based on this scenario, UX reviewer walked through the process of finding and 

purchasing a digital item, including: 
• Product search; 
• Site navigation; 
• Product evaluation, selection and purchase; 
• Product delivery. 

§ Usability issues were assessed against UI and e-commerce best practices, as well as 
ISO-9241 usability and Nielsen’s usability heuristics1 

                                                   
1 http://www.userfocus.co.uk/articles/expertreviews.html 
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Top-Level Findings 
Here, the key findings are presented along with recommendations for improvement. 
Findings are organized according to each touchpoint in the workflow. 

FINDING 1: VISUAL CONFIRMATION IS INSUFFICIENT. 
Problem description: When a product is added to the cart, all that is shown is the title of 
the product and a label “product.” No indication is given as to the type of product, whether 
it’s digital or physical, or what it looks like. Additionally, the visual feedback (“added to 
cart” message) has no background, making it difficult to see. 
Effect on user: Possible confusion and frustration, particularly if user gets interrupted 
while shopping. 
Recommendations: see Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 
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FINDING 2: INCONSISTENCIES AND DUPLICATE INFORMATION IN PRODUCT 
PAGE 
Problem description: Product pages appear to have duplicate descriptions, and 
inconsistent categorization. 
Effect on user: Confusion about key product details; potential negative impact on 
purchasing decision. 
Recommendations: see Figure 2 for notes. High Level: 

1. Consider adding download details on product page if user has the product in their 
library (if possible to determine) 

2. Change bottom “Description” field label to “Product Details” (alternately, delete it 
altogether). Also, change layout of this field to 1-column instead of 2-column. 

3. Clarify “This Product Is About” text so it is less like a definitive category, to reduce 
conflicts with the top “topics” item. 

a. Consider combining “This Product is about” with “Main Topics” to a 
combined display that shows all tags/categories related to content. 

 
Figure 2 
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FINDING 3: SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF WHITE SPACE AND MESSAGING 
HIDE IMPORTANT CALLS TO ACTION  
Problem description: In several areas of the workflow, a combination of white space, 
extraneous messaging and design elements obscure important task-related content such as 
form fields and buttons. Examples: 

1. On the Review Order page (see Figure 3), the “Checkout” button is entirely hidden 
on large screens. 

2. On the Registration page (Figure 4; required when checking out as a new user), the 
user has to scroll down almost 2/3 of the page to start filling in their details. 

3. On the Shipping Details page (Figure 5), almost ¾ of the page is covered by 
extraneous messaging, causing user to scroll down in order to start filling in details. 

Effect on user: Confusion and irritation; delays in checkout process; increased likelihood 
of calls to customer service or abandonment. 
Recommendations: see Figure 3 and Figure 4 for notes. 

 
Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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FINDING 4: OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE CLARITY OF INFORMATION FOR 
DIGITAL PRODUCTS ON ORDER REVIEW PAGE 
Problem description: Customers have expressed confusion about the need for shipping 
information on digital downloads. Opportunities exist on the “Review Order” screen to 
reduce this confusion. 
Effect on user: Confusion and irritation, particularly after product is purchased; 
increased likelihood of calls to customer service. 
Recommendations: see Figure 6 for notes. 
 

 
Figure 6 
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FINDING 5: SIGNIN/REGISTRATION INTERRUPTS CHECKOUT PROCESS 
Problem description: Upon finishing the registration process in order to complete a 
purchase, the user is redirected to an onboarding screen, with a banner that is unclear as a 
link back to the checkout process.  Note: this doesn’t seem to happen if the user signs into 
an existing account. 
Effect on user: Confusion and irritation, high potential for abandonment. 
Recommendations: Redirect user upon sign-in or registration to the next step in the 
checkout process. 
 

 
Figure 7 
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FINDING 6: SIGNIFICANT INEFFICIENCIES IN FILING OUT 
SHIPPING/PAYMENT INFORMATION. 
Problem description: The user has to scroll through almost ¾ of the page in order to 
start filling in shipping and payment information. Additionally:  

1. The distinctiveness of the background, combined with the similarity of current and 
completed checkout states, causes confusion about where the user is in the process.  

2. Priority given to messaging about digital downloads distracts user from completing 
the action of filling out the form. 

3. The label on “Security Code” field (see Figure 9) is clickable, but lacks visual 
distinction; if user tabs to that field, it looks clickable when it shouldn’t be. Upon 
clicking, it appears to be a tool tip (see Figure 10). 

Effect on user: Confusion and irritation, high potential for abandonment. 
Recommendations: See Figure 8 and Figure 9 for notes. Options for messaging: 

1. Move to bottom of form and keep styled the same; 
2. Change message to a tooltip, e.g. “Why do we need this?” See Figure 11 for proposed 

messaging alternative. 
3. Make sure that all links that lead to tool tips are visually distinct, preferably with an 

icon (see Figure 11 for example). 
4. Make current/active state on form visually distinct from previous and future states. 
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Figure 8 

 
Figure 9 
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Figure 10 

 

 
Figure 11 
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FINDING 7: OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE CLARITY OF INFORMATION ON 
ORDER CONFIRMATION PAGES. 
Problem description: Additional messaging and form callouts distract user from goal of 
receiving the digital product. 
Effect on user: Confusion and irritation, increased calls to customer service. 
Recommendations:  

1. Move Customer Service callout to bottom of form. 
2. Remove callouts that show user where they are in the form. 
3. Increase size of “Download” link and make a callout. Consider adding the format to 

the button as well, e.g. Figure 13, to further increase clarity.  
 

 
Figure 12 

 
Figure 13 
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FINDING 8: ORDER CONFIRMATION EMAIL LACKS CLEAR PATH TO 
DOWNLOAD PRODUCT 
Problem description: In the email users receive after completing their order, several 
opportunities exist for user to download product; however, these opportunities are hard to 
find due to issues in labeling. This is particularly problematic as searching for the 
confirmation email in their inbox is a key way someone might find their download later.  
Effect on user: Confusion and irritation, increased calls to customer service. 
Recommendations: See Figure 14 for screenshot. Additionally: 

1. Change “Print Invoice” label  to “Review Order and Download Digital Files” to better 
indicate purpose of link. 

2. Only use red font for items that are clickable (for consistency) 
3. Increase visibility of “View Your Order” link (consider white on red callout) 

 
Figure 14 
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FINDING 9: “MY ACTIVITY” SECTION NOT A CLEAR WAY TO ACCESS 
DOWNLOADABLE PRODUCT. 
Problem description: The “My Activity” section (see Figure 15), where users are directed 
to receive their downloads, does not make it clear how to find a specific download the user 
might need. Users are only able to see an order number, with no information about the 
items in the order. As the list of orders grows, this will become increasingly frustrating for 
regular purchasers.  
Effect on user: Extreme Confusion and irritation, increased calls to customer service. 
Recommendations:  

1. Include list of products and download link on all order descriptions. 
2. Create a “My Products” tab that lists all digital downloads on user’s account. O’Reilly 

Media does this very well; see Figure 16 and Figure 17 for example. 
 

 
Figure 15 
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Figure 16 
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Figure 17 


